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About This Game

"LEAVES - The Return" is an artistic exploration and puzzle-adventure filled with real sculptures in a surreal dreamscape. This
sequel to "LEAVES - The Journey" is a stand-alone addition and playable without any knowledge of the first part.

Collect and combine, solve a plethora of puzzles and mini games that will challenge your wit and skill.

The Stony Mountains are as welcoming as ever, if the Treefruities were not in trouble. Holding on to the leaves of their home
tree once again proves to be more difficult than you would think when their home tree is rocked by a giant fit of sneezing and

scatters the leaves all across the lands of Mononino.

Help the Treefruities to get their lost leaves back and look forward to this amazing journey. Explore the fantastic new
landscapes added to Mononino where strange creatures and secrets are still waiting to be discovered.
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Artistic puzzle design in the tradition of games like Samorost, Machinarium und Rhem

Challenging puzzles and unique mini games

Explore four new vast worlds

Atmospheric soundtrack by award winning composer Gary Marlowe and Daniel Hoffknecht
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Title: LEAVES - The Return
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
ZAR 21
Publisher:
Daedalic Entertainment
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2017
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And I thought the first Leaves was on the easy side. Still nice art, but brain dead puzzles.. Part two of an interesting adventure
game taking place in a surrealistic world full of puzzles, that is exactly the same like the first LEAVES. The scene and the
puzzles are in the same style, the gameplay, the secrets and the main goal are exactly the same. And still almost no music at all..
Still a good game, different puzzles. If you bought the first one then you will be dissapointed with this sequel. They just copied a
lot from the first game and used a couple of photos when they should have been creating a whole new experience. Still fun, just
not as much.. I had difficulty playing this game on my laptop (MacBook OS 10.13.4 (17E202)), which was really disappointing.
What I could play I really liked, and the graphics are amazing. I am not sure what the technical issues are. From what I could
play, I would recommend it.. Love the art style. LOVE the inhabitants. Love and hate the puzzles. ;)
Reason for long play time? Achievement.. LEAVES - The Return has some different puzzles than the first game, but there are a
lot of reused assets. It's still a an awesome puzzle adventure, but it's almost like playing more of the first game. They were great
the first time around, but dang couldn't the developers come up with some other content. It would have been a lot better if all of
the inhabitants weren't all the same, the end puzzle wasn't exactly the same, and a few other puzzles weren't almost indentical to
LEAVES - The Journey. I'm still going to recommend, but I'd get it on sale.
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Another fantastic LEAVES game! More like these, please :). Fabulous! puzzles are whacky and whimsical for the most part.
artwork is a visual panolpy of joy. music to dream to.
i liked that the help button (esc. key) requires a little puzzle to open and that the help is not direct and overt. i liked the different
rhythms to the puzzles, some were quirky and easy, others were tedious, some goofy and fun, you get the idea. i liked that it
mirrored Leaves (I) somewhat but differed in key areas. Having felt the vibe of Leaves did help direct some of the reasoning
some of the puzzles seemed to require while other bits were neat and new - I found some solutions eloquent in that they
informed each other in novel ways.
Overall, most everything from Daedalic is exceptional in my experience. I enjoy the simplicity of game play, the fantastic visual
environment, and the variety or logic and reasoning required.
. I purchased the first game and am halfway through the challenging puzzles. So when this second part came out I just had to
buy it. Both the games are very well thought out and have beautiful artistic graphics. They certainly keep you both amused and
baffled at the same time. I dont normaly play puzzle games but the artistic work with these games are just outstanding and very
pleasing to the eye.

Watch me play
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3v93eCVHUzs. I liked this game.

If you are fond of indie or point and click games this product is for you. You will find lots of puzzles to solve and riddles to
settle. During several hours you wont be bored, the rich gameplay throws you in the magic world of Leaves.

This game reminds me famous Samorost 3

Recommend to every indie game lover

Here you can check First look and first part of the gameplay
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=7iWpWy2EH6o. Mind challenging but awesome.. Excellent puzzles, artwork, sound,
game length!. A worthy successor to the first Leaves. If you liked it, you will be entertained by this one, although this successor
borrows heavily from its big brother.
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